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UBE is the global leader in large all electric injection molding machines. From the introduction of the MD850SⅢ     
in 1990’s to the world’s largest all electric the MD3000HWS     in 2006, UBE is always at the leading edge of all 
electric injection molding machine technology. Now, we introduce the largest advance in technology with our new S-   
　series, the most in injection molding machine “    alue”.

Rigid Wide Platen Design 

Electric Power Safety Gate

New Advanced Ball Screw Design 

Accurate and Repeatable Injection 

Using FEM analysis, UBE 
has increased the rigidity 
and further reduced deflection 
of the platens and base 
structure of the S-   . 
The platen deflection has 
been reduced by 60% from 
the previous model. Wide 
platen designs enable larger 
tools for improved productivity.

All UBE S-     all electric machines now have electric belt drive 
safety operator gates. This eliminates the need for 
pneumatics in the machine operation. The new electric drive 
improves gate speed by 60% from pneumatics.

The use of linear guides for the injection unit reduces the friction ratio 
to provide less inertia, and improved injection response. Improved 
amplifier response brings finer injection control and tuning.

S-    maintains easy S-     screen architecture.
Easy to operate, easy to view, improved durability of the touch screen.

New High Response Servo System

Distinguished Energy Saving

New S-    Control 

UBE S-    now has the latest in all digital servo design. The 
more efficient amplifiers utilize fiber optics for amplifier to 
amplifier connection and reduce heat, improve response, 
lengthen life, to improve your production capability.

Recycling energy heat loss which occurs at servo 
motor’s deceleration provides you substantial energy 
saving.

Injection, Charging Screen 
(10speeds, 10pressures)  

Clamp, Eject Screen
(6speeds each for open / close)  

Heat Profile Screen

Reduced Decibel Design

Through the use of new insulated covers and belt designs, 
the dB level has been extremely reduced.

Improved ball screw seals 
reduce grease volume by 
90% from competitor’s design. 
The improved design also 
increases durability to enhance 
ball screw life. Grease 
distribution control reduces 
both grease consumption 
and improves ball screw 
wear.The economy of grease 
use and the improved clean-
liness of the plant environ-
ment are true competitive 
advantages of the new 
design.

Graphics on Injection        
(Velocity vs Pressure)   

Graphics on Clamp 
(Velocity vs Pressure) 

Maintenance Screen

Production Monitor Screen  
(Stores 1000 shots)  

Valve Gate Setting Screen
(Optional)  

Hot Runner Setting Screen
(Optional)  
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